
Prodim TubeCheck is embedded software for the Proliner Tracker Industry Series (IS). 
Prodim TubeCheck is specially developed to measure and check tube and piping systems for reverse 
engineering, production and quality control. Whether measuring on or off-site or during production, 

Prodim TubeCheck provides you with instant LRA and XYZ tubular data. 



Proliner® Tracker with TubeCheck
Measuring tube and pipe systems with a Proliner Tracker 
IS is fast and accurate due to the unique non-laser based 
measuring principle with a probe. Marked positions are stored 
in 3D XYZ data. Prodim TubeCheck software uses the Proliners 
measurement data to calculate and create perfect digital 
line drawings of the measured tube models. The end result 
is directly visible on the Proliner and can be exported as a 
report, as a DXF file for further processing or as a CSV file for 
production machines, like tube benders.

TubeCheck Versions
Prodim TubeCheck Standard is perfect for reverse engi-
neering. It offers the basic functionalities to create, store and 
export the digital tubular data. The data is compatible with all 
types of CAD programs for modification and designing. The 
measurement report can be used for re-production.

Prodim TubeCheck Advanced has extra functionalities for 
quality control and is able to compare the measured tubular 
data with the original master data. Tolerances of intersection 
points, part lengths, angles and rotations can be defined in 
the master data and uploaded to the Proliner. After measuring 
a tube with the Proliner it can be compared with the master 
data directly on-screen. It is immediately clear for the operator 
if the tube passes or fails the required specifications. A 
measurement report is automatically created and available in 
PDF format.

For more information and 
demo movies, visit our website: 
www.prodim-systems.com

TubeCheck Standard TubeCheck Advanced

Project data management P P

Guided measurement P P

Add-on scanner set P P

Measure 2D/3D tubes P P

Measure bend radius P P

Calculate bend radius P P

Inspection XYZ/LRA P P

Master data import - P

Check/Comparison - P

Alignment (e.g. best fit) - P

Inspection XYZ/LRA export P P

Check comparison export - P

DXF, CSV, TXT, PDF Export P P

CAD Edit P P

� Measure sections of a tube and the TubeCheck software 
will calculate the precise centerlines and intersections. 

Advanced settings can be edited at the beginning or at the 
end of the measuring process.

� LRA and XYZ data is generated instantly 
and can be viewed on the Proliner for inspection. 
The data can also be exported as a CSV-file used 

for programming bender machines.  

� With TubeCheck Advanced you can compare measured 
data with master data for quality control. Based on the 

defined tolerances it is immediately clear for an operator
 if a measured tube passes or fails the requirements. 

TubeCheck will pinpoint the problem so adjustments 
can be made at the bender machine.
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